Abstract: Distributed state estimation plays a key role in space situation awareness via a sensor network. This paper proposes two adaptive consensus-based unscented information filters for tracking target with maneuver and colored measurement noise. The proposed filters can fulfill the distributed estimation for non-linear systems with the aid of a consensus strategy, and can reduce the impact of colored measurement noise by employing the state augmentation and measurement differencing methods. In addition, a fading factor that shrinks the predicted information state and information matrix can suppress the impact of dynamical model error induced by target maneuvers. The performances of the proposed algorithms are investigated by considering a target tracking problem using a space-based radar network. This shows that the proposed algorithms outperform the traditional consensus-based distributed state estimation method in aspects of tracking stability and accuracy.
Introduction
With the development of sensor technology, wireless sensor networks (WSN) are widely used in various fields, including target tracking, industrial automation and cognitive radio communication systems [1] [2] [3] . Specifically, the performance of space target tracking can be significantly improved by using WSN, such as radar sensor networks and optical sensor networks [4, 5] . The state estimation algorithm is essential for target tracking, and can be roughly divided into two categories: the centralized algorithm and the distributed one [6] . In centralized state estimation, the measurements from all sensors are sent to a fusion center, so the computation and communication burden imposed on the fusion center are severe. By contrast, the distributed state estimation algorithm does not require any fusion center, and the information exchange only takes place between the neighboring nodes. So the distributed method has good scalability, low computation burden, and is robust to the failure of the sensor node, which has made it a research hotspot in recent years [7, 8] .
In the distributed estimation field, the consensus-based algorithm draws much attention because it has global convergence properties and is easy to implement [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The most commonly used are consensus-based Kalman filter (CKF) and consensus-based information filter (CIF) [14, 15] . Compared with CKF, CIF has a higher computational efficiency and is more suitable for distributed target tracking [16, 17] . Furthermore, in order to achieve the distributed state estimation in non-linear systems, the consensus-based extend information filter (CEIF) and consensus-based unscented information filter (CUIF) are proposed [18] . Compared with CEIF, CUIF is more accurate because unscented transformation is used to approximate the posterior mean and covariance of random state variables, and it is easier to adopt because the derivation of Jacobian matrices is not required.
The space-based radar tracking must take the colored measurement noise into consideration [19] . The colored measurement noise in radar systems is caused by the scintillation of the target [20] , and its impact cannot be ignored [21] . So far, the previous distributed state estimation methods used in space target tracking did not handle this unfavorable factor. For the distributed linear estimation problem, [22] two methods were applied, which include the state augmentation approach and the measurement differencing approach [23] [24] [25] , to cope with the colored measurement noise which was modeled as an autoregressive model. Dynamical model error also has a significant impact on the tracking performance of space-based radar system. In this case, the dynamical model error is mainly caused by the orbit maneuver of target. The traditional state estimation algorithms might diverge if the dynamical model used by the filter does not reflect the real motion of a target during a maneuver [26] . The interacting multiple model (IMM) is often applied in maneuvering target tracking [27] . In IMM, a model set including several models is used to deal with the varying characteristics of target motion. For distributed target tracking, an adaptive interacting multiple model (AIMM) has been employed in CUIF to improve the tracking accuracy for a maneuvering target [28] . However, the IMM and AIMM methods both are based on the assumption that the target motion evolves according to some predetermined models. So they are not suitable for space target tracking because the orbital maneuvers are usually implemented by impulsive thrust which cannot be modeled. Another effective method to reduce the impact of dynamical model error is to inflate the predicted state covariance through a fading factor [29, 30] . This method has been applied in the unscented Kalman filter to track a space maneuvering target [31] .
In this paper, we propose two adaptive consensus-based non-linear information filters for tracking target with maneuver and colored measurement noise. The state augmentation and measurement differencing approaches are employed to deal with the colored noise in a discrete-time non-linear system. And the fading factor is used in the framework of distributed information filter to reduce the impact of dynamical model error during the orbital maneuver. The performances of proposed algorithms are compared in the cases where a space target is tracked in a space-based radar network. The simulation results show the proposed filters can effectively track the maneuvering target and achieve higher tracking accuracy than CUIF.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system model of space target tracking. Section 3 clarifies the fundamentals of the proposed filter. Section 4 presents the proposed consensus-based distributed filters for tracking target with maneuver and colored measurement noise. The tracking performances of proposed methods are demonstrated by simulations in Section 5. Finally, the main conclusions are given in Section 6.
Space Target Tracking System Model
The space target tracking system model includes the orbital dynamical model and the measurement model, and it is used as a reference for the implementation of the filter in Section 3. The orbital dynamical model takes J 2 non-spherical perturbation into account because it is the most influential perturbation. The microwave radar can provide range measurements between the observation platform and the target, and its measurement model is given in the following section.
The Orbital Dynamical Model
An Earth-centered inertial coordinate system is selected, and the orbital dynamical model of a space object in a low Earth orbit (LEO) is given by [32] :
,
In (16),
is the set of sigma point, and
where λ = α 2 (n + K) − n, α is used to control the distribution of sigma points and 0 < α < 1, and K is equal to 3-n; P i k τ is the τth row for the Cholesky factor of P i k .
In (18) and (19) , ω m τ is the weighted value corresponding to each sigma point, and ω c τ is the weighted values corresponding to variance matrix. They can be obtained as follows:
where β is the parameter related with the prior distribution of state and is set as 2 generally for Gaussian distribution.
Method for Handling Colored Measurement Noise

State Augmentation
The state augmentation is a simple way to deal with the colored measurement noise. This method is applied in distributed state estimation for a linear discrete-time system in [22] . In this section, we will extend it to a non-linear system, and the dynamical model (7) and the measurement model (8) are rewritten as follows.
The dynamical model with the augmented state for each radar node is given by:
where 
and
Then, the measurement model for each node becomes:
where
from the above equations, we know the measurement of the augmented system does not contain noise, and hence, it can cause the ill-conditioned problem in the calculation of (20) and (21) . So the value of R i k is set as 0.3 * R i k to ensure that the filter can work.
Measurement Differencing
Moreover, the measurement differencing can also convert the colored measurement noise into white noise. The contribution of the colored portion of the measurement noise is subtracted by constructing new measurements. Compared with the state augmentation method, the measurement differencing method has a lower dimensionality, and the risk of ill-conditioned calculations can be avoided. The specific implementation process of the measurement differencing method is as follows.
For each radar node, an auxiliary measurement is defined by:
into (34), we can obtain:
Then we have an equivalent system for target tracking, and its dynamical model is the same as (7) and its measurement model is given by:
where Therefore, the covariance of the new measurement noise v i k , and the cross-covariance between the process noise and the new measurement noise are obtained by:
where H i k is the Jacobian matric of the measurement function h i , and
Method for Handling Dynamical Model Error
According to the method used in [31] , the
is inflated by a fading factor in order to reduce the contribution of x i k|k−1 tox i,k during the maneuver. In this way, the impact of the dynamical model error caused by maneuvers on the tracking accuracy is reduced. This method for handling dynamical model error has been employed in the framework of the centralized Kalman filter, and we will extend it to the distributed information filter.
The fading factor is obtained by:
where λ is the forgetting factor commonly determined to be 0.95. In the Kalman filer, the fading factor is added by the following equations:
substituting (45) into (9) and (10), we know that the predicted information state and the information matrix after adding the fading factor is calculated by: and the contributions of the information state is given by:
in the same way, there is
So the consensus proposals computing step of the CUIF is rewritten as:
from the above equations, we can know the predicted information state and matrix are shrunken by the fading factor. In other words, the information provided by the dynamical model is discarded during the maneuver, so the impact of the dynamical model error caused by the maneuver is suppressed.
Adaptive Consensus-Based Unscented Information Filter
In the framework of CUIF, by using the modified system model (27) and measurement model (32) in the local filter of each radar node, and adding the fading factor, we can obtain the adaptive consensus-based information filter based on state augmentation, which is summarized in Algorithm 2. Assuming that the predicted augmented state x i k|k−1 and the associated covariance matrix P i k|k−1 at kth time step for ith local filter are known. Then, the predicted information state y i k|k−1 and the information matrix Y i k|k−1 can be obtained according to (9) and (10) . It is worth noting that the consensus is carried out only on the original state, and each radar node runs a local filter with augmented state including its own colored measurement noise v i k . This is similar to the strategy used in [22] . Besides, the filter based on measurement differencing is presented in Algorithm 3. By comparing the process of the two algorithms, it can be see that the algorithm based on measurement differencing is easier to implement. In the next section, the performances of these two distributed state estimation algorithms under different conditions are compared. 
where φ i k and Φ i k are obtained by:
in which, h i is given by (32).
Step 2. Perform consensus on v i k,0
via (13) and (14). 
(3) Reset the local filter:
and n is the dimension of the original state.
Step 4. Prediction for the next time step:
The predicted augmented state and its covariance matrix can be calculate in a similar way shown in (18) and (19) . 
and Step 3. Compute the posterior at kth time step according to (15) and (16) .
Step 4. Prediction for the next time step:
Compute the predicted system state and covariance matrix by (18) and (19).
Simulation Results Analysis
In this simulation scenario, a LEO target is tracked in a radar network composed of four observation platforms. The initial condition of parameters that would be used in the simulation are listed in Table 1 , the initial state covariance matrix and the process noise matrix are defined by (72) and (73). The initial positions and velocities of the target and observation platforms are provided in Table 2 . As shown in Figure 1 , the communication network topology is denoted by the adjacency matrix (74). In this simulation scenario, a LEO target is tracked in a radar network composed of four observation platforms. The initial condition of parameters that would be used in the simulation are listed in Error! Reference source not found., the initial state covariance matrix and the process noise m atrix are defined by (72) and (73). The initial positions and velocities of the target and observation platforms are provided in Table 1 . As shown in Error! Reference source not found., the communication network topology is denoted by the adjacency matrix (74). This section mainly analyses the following two cases: 1) when the measurement noise is This section mainly analyses the following two cases: (1) when the measurement noise is colored; (2) when the target operates once orbital maneuver and the measurement noise is colored. For performance comparison, the root mean-squared errors (RMSE) of a position is used as the performance metric. The position RMSE at time k is defined by:
where N r denotes the number of Monte Carlo runs, and is set as 100 in the following simulations; In case 1, assuming that the correlation parameter a i k is constant and it is set as 0.5. Figure 2 shows the tracking performance of the ACUIF-SA, ACUIF-MD and CUIF methods in case 1. The abscissa is time, and the ordinate is the RMSE at a certain time instant. It can be seen that the ACUIF-MD and the ACUIF-SA both can achieve higher tracking accuracies than CUIF because the impact of colored noise is surpassed. Besides, the error curves of the ACUIF-SA converges faster than that of the ACUIF-SA, and the final accuracy of the ACUIF-SA is close to that of the ACUIF-SA. Figure 3 shows the final position RMSE of the three filters under different colored noises. The abscissa is correlation parameter of measurement noise, and the ordinate is the RMSE at the last time instant. When the correlation parameter is set as zero, the measurement noise becomes white. The final errors of the three filters are almost the same under this condition. As a i k increases, the influence of the colored measurement noise is more remarkable. It can see that the proposed filters that take the colored the measurement noise into account provide increasingly better performance compared to the traditional CUIF method. And the accuracy of ACUIF-SA is slightly higher than that of ACUIF-MD.
corresponding time.
In case 1, assuming that the correlation parameter i k a is constant and it is set as 0.5. Figure 1 shows the tracking performance of the ACUIF-SA, ACUIF-MD and CUIF methods in case 1. The abscissa is time, and the ordinate is the RMSE at a certain time instant. It can be seen that the ACUIF-MD and the ACUIF-SA both can achieve higher tracking accuracies than CUIF because the impact of colored noise is surpassed. Besides, the error curves of the ACUIF-SA converges faster than that of the ACUIF-SA, and the final accuracy of the ACUIF-SA is close to that of the ACUIF-SA. Figure 2 shows the final position RMSE of the three filters under different colored noises. The abscissa is correlation parameter of measurement noise, and the ordinate is the RMSE at the last time instant. When the correlation parameter is set as zero, the measurement noise becomes white. The final errors of the three filters are almost the same under this condition. As i k a increases, the influence of the colored measurement noise is more remarkable. It can see that the proposed filters that take the colored the measurement noise into account provide increasingly better performance compared to the traditional CUIF method. And the accuracy of ACUIF-SA is slightly higher than that of ACUIF-MD. The advantages of the distributed state estimation method make sense only when it can achieve the similar tracking performance as the centralized one. So the tracking performances of the centralized and distributed filters based on state augmentation approach are compared in Figure 3 . Centralized AUIF-SA denotes the centralized adaptive unscented information filter based on state augmentation, and the augmented state in this method includes four colored measurement noise terms for different radar nodes. It can be seen from the figure that the accuracy of ACUIF-SA is close to that of centralized AUIF-SA. In addition, the performance degradation of ACUIF-SA is not remarkable when the number of consensus iterations decreases from 5 to 2. This indicates that the proposed distributed filter can work normally when a limited number of consensus iterations is performed. Also, a similar conclusion about the centralized and distributed filters based on the measurement differencing approach can be drawn from Figure 4 . The advantages of the distributed state estimation method make sense only when it can achieve the similar tracking performance as the centralized one. So the tracking performances of the centralized and distributed filters based on state augmentation approach are compared in Figure 4 . Centralized AUIF-SA denotes the centralized adaptive unscented information filter based on state augmentation, and the augmented state in this method includes four colored measurement noise terms for different radar nodes. It can be seen from the figure that the accuracy of ACUIF-SA is close to that of centralized AUIF-SA. In addition, the performance degradation of ACUIF-SA is not remarkable when the number of consensus iterations decreases from 5 to 2. This indicates that the proposed distributed filter can work normally when a limited number of consensus iterations is performed. Also, a similar conclusion about the centralized and distributed filters based on the measurement differencing approach can be drawn from Figure 5 .
achieve the similar tracking performance as the centralized one. So the tracking performances of the centralized and distributed filters based on state augmentation approach are compared in Figure 3 . Centralized AUIF-SA denotes the centralized adaptive unscented information filter based on state augmentation, and the augmented state in this method includes four colored measurement noise terms for different radar nodes. It can be seen from the figure that the accuracy of ACUIF-SA is close to that of centralized AUIF-SA. In addition, the performance degradation of ACUIF-SA is not remarkable when the number of consensus iterations decreases from 5 to 2. This indicates that the proposed distributed filter can work normally when a limited number of consensus iterations is performed. Also, a similar conclusion about the centralized and distributed filters based on the measurement differencing approach can be drawn from Figure 4 . In case 2, the target operates an orbital maneuver at 1500 s. The corresponding thrust vector is along the direction of the target velocity. And i k a is set as 0.5. Figure 5 presents the comparison of the tracking performances of the ACUIF-SA, ACUIF-MD and CUIF methods in case 2. The tracking error curves of these three filters display large jumps when the target operates an orbital maneuver. This phenomenon is caused by the dynamical model error between the dynamical model used by the filter and the real one. The CUIF becomes divergent because of the impact of dynamical model error. By contrast, the proposed filters can converge again rapidly. This indicates that the distributed information filter can achieve stable tracking for maneuvering targets by applying the fading factor. Besides, the differences between the final tracking errors of the proposed two filters are not significant, and the convergence rate of the ACUIF-SA is preferable. This is consistent with the conclusion in case 1. In case 2, the target operates an orbital maneuver at 1500 s. The corresponding thrust vector is along the direction of the target velocity. And a i k is set as 0.5. Figure 6 presents the comparison of the tracking performances of the ACUIF-SA, ACUIF-MD and CUIF methods in case 2. The tracking error curves of these three filters display large jumps when the target operates an orbital maneuver. This phenomenon is caused by the dynamical model error between the dynamical model used by the filter and the real one. The CUIF becomes divergent because of the impact of dynamical model error. By contrast, the proposed filters can converge again rapidly. This indicates that the distributed information filter can achieve stable tracking for maneuvering targets by applying the fading factor. Besides, the differences between the final tracking errors of the proposed two filters are not significant, and the convergence rate of the ACUIF-SA is preferable. This is consistent with the conclusion in case 1.
when the target operates an orbital maneuver. This phenomenon is caused by the dynamical model error between the dynamical model used by the filter and the real one. The CUIF becomes divergent because of the impact of dynamical model error. By contrast, the proposed filters can converge again rapidly. This indicates that the distributed information filter can achieve stable tracking for maneuvering targets by applying the fading factor. Besides, the differences between the final tracking errors of the proposed two filters are not significant, and the convergence rate of the ACUIF-SA is preferable. This is consistent with the conclusion in case 1. Furthermore, in order to show the performance of the proposed methods in a complex network, we have performed a simulation with 10 observation platforms (see Figure 6 ) and the results are shown in Figure 7 . As we can see, the proposed methods can still perform better than the Furthermore, in order to show the performance of the proposed methods in a complex network, we have performed a simulation with 10 observation platforms (see Figure 7) and the results are shown in Figure 8 . As we can see, the proposed methods can still perform better than the traditional methods in a complex network. Compared with Figure 6 , we find that the tracking accuracy can be slightly improved by using more observation platforms. 
Conclusions
In this paper, two adaptive consensus-based unscented information filters are proposed for tracking a target with maneuver and colored measurement noise in a space-based radar network. The state augmentation and measurement differencing approaches are adopted to convert the colored measurement noise into white noise. The fading factor is employed in the framework of a distributed information filter to suppress the impact of the dynamical model error during the orbital traditional methods in a complex network. Compared with Figure 5 , we find that the tracking accuracy can be slightly improved by using more observation platforms. 
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In this paper, two adaptive consensus-based unscented information filters are proposed for tracking a target with maneuver and colored measurement noise in a space-based radar network. The state augmentation and measurement differencing approaches are adopted to convert the colored measurement noise into white noise. The fading factor is employed in the framework of a distributed information filter to suppress the impact of the dynamical model error during the orbital maneuver. According to the analysis of the simulation results, the main conclusions are summarized as follows: compared with the traditional CUIF, the ACUIF-SA and ACUIF-MD can track a maneuvering target effectively and reduce the impact of the colored noise, which verifies the superiority of the proposed methods. The tracking accuracies of the proposed distributed algorithms are close to those of the centralized methods. This illustrates that the proposed distributed algorithms can obtain the global optimal estimation when a finite number of consensus iterations is performed. Finally, the differences between the tracking performances of the two filters are not remarkable, so the ACUIF-MD method is a preferable choice because it has lower dimension and is easier to implement.
